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Abstract
Background: The biological properties of oxidized and non-oxidized PTH are substantially different. Oxidized PTH (oxPTH) loses its PTH receptor-stimulating properties, whereas non-oxidized PTH (n-oxPTH) is a full agonist of the receptor. This was described in more than 20 well published studies in the 1970s and 80s. However, PTH oxidation has been ignored during the development of PTH assays for clinical use so far. Even the nowadays used third
generation assay systems do not consider oxidation of PTH. We recently developed an assay to differentiate between oxPTH and n-oxPTH. In the current study we established normal values for this assay system. Furthermore, we compare the ratio of oxPTH to n-oxPTH in different population with chronic renal failure: 620 children with renal failure stage 2-4 of the 4C study, 342 adult patients on dialysis, and 602 kidney transplant recipients. In addition, we performed modeling of the interaction of either oxPTH or n-oxPTH with the PTH receptor using biophysical structure approaches. **Results:** The children had the highest mean as well as maximum n-oxPTH concentrations as compared to adult patients (both patients on dialysis as well as kidney transplant recipients). The relationship between oxPTH and n-oxPTH of individual patients varied substantially in all three populations with renal impairment. The analysis of n-oxPTH in 89 healthy control subjects revealed that n-oxPTH concentrations in patient with renal failure were higher as compared to healthy adult controls (2.25-fold in children with renal failure, 1.53-fold in adult patients on dialysis, and 1.56-fold in kidney transplant recipients, respectively). Computer assisted biophysical structure modeling demonstrated, however, minor sternal- and/or electrostatic changes in oxPTH and n-oxPTH. This indicated that PTH oxidation may induce refolding of PTH and hence alters PTH-PTH receptor interaction via oxidation induced three-dimensional structure alteration of PTH.

**Conclusion:** A huge proportion of circulating PTH measured by current state-of-the-art assay systems is oxidized and thus not biologically active. The relationship between oxPTH and n-oxPTH of individual patients varied substantially. Non-oxidized PTH concentrations are 1.5 - 2.25 fold higher in patients with renal failure as compared to health controls. Measurements of n-oxPTH may reflect the hormone status more precise. The iPTH measures describes most likely oxidative stress in patients with renal failure rather than the PTH hormone status. This, however, needs to be demonstrated in further clinical studies.

---

**Introduction**

There is no doubt that PTH plays a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality of patients with chronic kidney disease. Moreover PTH is also a key hormone controlling bone metabolism [1-4]. The key role of PTH for the health of patients with advanced stages of renal failure such as end-stage renal failure with the need for renal replacement therapy (dialysis) is clearly reflected by the U-shaped relationship between all-cause mortality and PTH concentrations seen in large observational studies [1-4]. Low PTH concentrations as well as too high PTH concentrations in patients on dialysis (diabetics and non-diabetics) are associated with excess mortality [1]. PTH secretion is controlled by a variety of factors acting on the parathyroid gland, namely the chief cells of this gland: ionized calcium, 1,25 (OH)2 vitamin D and FGF23 are the so far known key factors controlling the synthesis and secretion of PTH by the chief cells of the parathyroid gland [1-4]. Since PTH concentrations are clearly associated with mortality in patients suffering from chronic renal failure and since the PTH concentrations are at least partially changeable in response to alterations of the key regulators or drugs that influence the key regulators, national as well as international academic nephrology societies have established guidelines for target PTH concentrations in order to keep the patient in the "valley of survival" within the U-shaped PTH mortality curve. Such guidelines were, for example, established by the Kidney Disease Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) initiative and recommend repeated measurements in daily practice to monitor absolute concentrations and trends of changes of PTH [5]. However, PTH is a particularly tricky hormone to measure as stated in a very recent editorial [6]. Scientists have fought worldwide for good assays since decades. Initially RIA’s were used. These RIA’s used antibodies recognizing small parts of the entire 84-aminoacid hormone. Thus they detected in reality a mixture of real intact PTH and biologically inactive
PTH fragments [6]. A huge step forward was the introduction of the sandwich technology to measure PTH. In this assay one antibody linked to a solid phase binds to one end of the PTH molecule, whereas a second antibody linked to a detection system binds the other end of the PTH molecule [6]. This ensures that mainly intact full-length PTH is detected. However, this way of detecting PTH also has major shortcomings. A recent study compared the main currently established assays in daily clinical laboratory routine using the sandwich technology by comparing results from different assays obtained from the same individuals. They detected an unacceptably high variability between assay results from the same patient (up to a factor of 4) [7]. Despite the high variability of results obtained from the same patient, there is another issue that was simply not considered when measuring PTH for more than 20 years now [8-11]. Cell culture experiments as well as whole animal experiments in a lot of laboratories worldwide indicate that only non-oxidized PTH activates the PTH receptor and is biologically active [8-11]. PTH can be oxidized at its methionine residues at position 8 and 18 [8-11]. The receptor binding domain is also located in this region of the PTH molecule. All currently used sandwich ELISAs for PTH will detect the entire PHT irrespective of its oxidation status. We recently developed an assay system using antibodies against oxidized forms of PTH that can differentiate between oxidized PTH (oxPTH) and non-oxidized PTH (n-oxPTH) [12]. Initial studies suggest that patient’s outcome in term of mortality is different when considering oxPTH or n-oxPTH [13]. Aim of the current study was thus to compare the ratio of oxPTH to n-oxPTH in different populations with chronic renal failure: 620 children with renal failure stage 2-4 of the 4C study population, 342 adult patients on dialysis, and 602 kidney transplant recipients. Since the differences in biological activity of oxPTH and n-oxPTH was just analyzed so far in cell culture systems and experimental animal models, we additionally performed modeling of the interaction of either oxPTH or n-oxPTH with the PTH receptor using modern three-dimensional biophysical structure approaches analyzing the interaction of a hormone with its receptor. Furthermore we established normal values of n-oxPTH and oxPTH in 89 healthy subjects and reviewed the literature coming from various groups worldwide analyzing the in vitro and in vivo differences of oxPTH and n-oxPTH.

Material and Methods

PTH-Receptor Binding Modeling

For modeling and to identify structural and functional differences between native n-oxPTH and oxidized PTH (oxPTH) coordinates of a PTH fragment (amino acid residues 1-34, PTH1-34) were retrieved from the Protein Data Base (PDB) [14]. In the PDB 14 structures of PTH fragments can be found of which 12 were determined by NMR techniques and two by X-ray diffraction. The structure with the best resolution (PDB-accession code: 1ET1, Resolution: 0.9 Ångström) [15] was selected for modeling with the software SYBYL-X [16]. In SYBYL-X all solvent molecules were removed, hydrogen was added and, for modeling of oxPTH, all four methionine residues in the PTH fragment dimer were transformed into methionine sulfoxide (SME, oxidized form of methionine). Then, for n-oxPTH and oxPTH, the charge distribution of the dimer was calculated, followed by energy minimization applying a Tripos force field with Gasteiger-Hückel charges, an NB cutoff radius of 8 Å, a fixed dielectric constant of 20 and maximum of 10,000 iterations subject to a termination gradient of 0.1 kcal/(mol•Å)).

To assess differences in the interaction of n-oxPTH and oxPTH with the PTH receptor PTH1R, an analogous procedure was carried out. The coordinates of an X-ray diffraction derived structure of a PTH fragment (residues 15-34, PTH15-34) in complex with GPCR PTH1R [17] were retrieved from the PDB (Accession code: 3C4M). Modeling with SYBYL was carried out as described above. To assess whether oxidation of the second methionine residue in PTH (Met8) has effects on the PTH:receptor interaction, n-oxPTH15-34 in the complex was replaced by PTH1-34 applying the LSQ superposition function of WinCoot [18] followed by removal of n-oxPTH15-34 chains from the merged PDB-file with the PDBset program of CCP4 [19]. Modeling with Sybyl was carried out as described above.
The resulting models were analyzed with the molecular graphics software PyMOL [20] the PDBsum webserver [21] and the program Contact from the CCP4 suite [6] to assess the similarities and differences of protein-protein interaction in the complex.

Measuring of oxPTH, n-oxPTH and intact PTH in children with renal failure stage 2-4, adult patients on dialysis, and kidney transplant recipients

**PTH assay system.** The intact-PTH electrochemiluminescence immunoassay (ECLIA; Roche PTH, Intact [iPTH]) uses a biotinylated monoclonal antibody, which reacts with amino acids 26–32, and a capture ruthenium-complexed monoclonal antibody, which reacts with amino acids 55–64. The determinations were performed on Roche Modular E 170®. Human samples were measured either directly (named iPTH) or after removal of oxidized PTH by a column with removing oxidized PTH using anti-hOxPTH monoclonal antibodies as recently described in detail [12].

**Study populations**

**Children with renal failure stage 2-4 of the 4C study.** The Cardiovascular Comorbidity in Children with Chronic Kidney Disease (4C) study is a prospective observational cohort study [22] in pediatric CKD patients. Inclusion criteria are age 6 to 17 years and estimated GFR 10 to 45 ml/min per 1.73 m². Exclusion criteria are the presence of active systemic vasculitis, renal vascular anomalies, coexisting primary cardiovascular anomalies, and anomalies of the limbs preventing diagnostic procedures. Children who reach end-stage renal disease will be continuously followed while on renal replacement therapy. We analyzed 620 children; basic demographic data are given in Table 1.

**Adult patients on dialysis.** To determine the ratio of either iPTH or oxPTH to n-oxPTH in hemodialysis patients we performed a prospective cohort study in 342 hemodialysis patients from different chronic dialysis centers in Berlin, Germany. The eligibility criteria aimed to be broad and included all adult patients on hemodialysis treatment due to end-stage chronic kidney disease stage 5 and presence of informed consent. Informed consent from each patient and ethical approval by the local ethics committee were obtained. All of the patients were routinely dialyzed for 4 to 5 hours three times weekly using biocompatible membranes. Blood flow rates were 250 to 300 mL/min, dialysate flow rates were 500 mL/min, dialysate conductivity was 135 mS. Predialysis blood samples were taken at study entry. Blood was collected immediately before the start of the hemodialysis session.

**Kidney transplant recipients.** We included 602 patients presenting to the transplant clinic Charité-Mitte, Berlin, Germany, between August and December 2012. The patients gave their informed consent for analysis. The study protocol was approved by the local ethics committees. Demographic data for recipients and donors (cold ischaemia time, HLA mismatches, donor’s age, panel reactive antibodies, recipient’s age and sex, and transplant survival) were extracted from hospital records. During routine visits, blood was collected stored at -20°C until use.

**Healthy controls.** Blood was taken from 89 randomly selected healthy blood donors at the Transfusion Center, University Medical Center, Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz, Germany. Blood taking was approved by the local ethic board of the university.

### Table 1. Baseline characteristics of 620 children with chronic renal failure stage 2-4 at study entry participating in the Cardiovascular Comorbidity in Children with Chronic Kidney Disease (4C) study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>12.13 ± 3.32</td>
<td>5.51-18.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female/male)</td>
<td>216/404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum creatinine (mg/dL)</td>
<td>2.85 ± 0.91</td>
<td>0.77-7.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum calcium (mmol/L)</td>
<td>2.21 ± 0.24</td>
<td>0.94-2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum phosphorus (mmol/L)</td>
<td>1.54 ± 0.38</td>
<td>0.43-3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intact PTH [μg/L]</td>
<td>163.52 ± 172.35</td>
<td>5.00 - 1535.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oxPTH [μg/L]</td>
<td>147.10 ± 160.41</td>
<td>1.57 - 1388.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-oxPTH [μg/L]</td>
<td>17.35 ± 14.61</td>
<td>0.01-146.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPTH/n-oxPTH Ratio</td>
<td>8.75 ± 3.49</td>
<td>1.00-22.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oxPTH/n-oxPTH Ratio</td>
<td>7.75 ± 3.49</td>
<td>0.71-21.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

PTH Receptor Binding Modeling

To investigate the PTH-receptor interaction, the PTH1R GPCR structure (PDB-accession code: 3C4M) \cite{17} was chosen. The PTH-receptor complex contains two receptor molecules (chain A and B), each with one bound PTH15-34 molecule (chain C and D)\cite{21}. No Met residues (both native and oxidized) are involved directly in receptor-PTH15-34 interaction. Whilst most of the residues of PTH15-34 are involved in ligand-receptor binding (16 of 21), all atoms of the Met18 side chain, in the native state as well as in the oxidized model, have a distance of more than 5 Å to the closest atom of the receptor.

The oxidized and native side chains of Met18 of PTH 15-34 are located both on the side the α-helix opposite to the PTH-receptor interaction region. In the case of oxPTH15-34, there are 13 hydrogen bonds present between chain A and C (PTH15-34:13) and 12 between chain B and D (PTH15-34:12). The Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) between the two models calculated by the align algorithm of PyMol is 0.005 Å. An overlay of oxidized and native model is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The modeled complex of receptor PTH1R (displayed as surface) and PTH15-34 (displayed as cartoon plot. PTH15-34: turquois. 15-34: green) aligned with the oxidized complex. Met18 (oxidized and native) faces away from the interaction region.

It is know that oxidation of residue Met8 of PTH plays an important role in biological activity \cite{23-25}. Chain A of PDB-model 1ET1 was superimposed onto Chain C and D of the PTH1R-PTH15-34 complex applying the LSQ algorithm of WinCoot \cite{18}. After modeling, the complex with oxPTH1-34 was compared to the one bearing the native PTH1-34 \cite{21}. Less residues of oxPTH1-34 compared to oxPTH15-34 are involved in interaction with PTH1R (13 and 14 of 34 compared to 15 of 21). Neither oxidized Met8 nor n-oxMet18 are involved in receptor interaction. The PTH-receptor complexes of n-oxPTH1-34 and oxPTH1-34 show no differences regarding involved residues, interface area and number of hydrogen bonds. The Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) between the two models calculated by the align algorithm of PyMol is 0.002 Å (see Figure 2).

Fig. 2. The modeled complex of receptor PTH1R (displayed as cartoon. native: orange and oxidized: purple) and PTH1-34 (displayed as cartoon plot. n-oxPTH1-34 : red. oxPTH1-34 : blue) aligned with the oxidized complex. It can be clearly seen that both Met8 and Met18 (oxidized and native) face away from the PTH receptor interaction region.

The oxidized and native side chains of Met18 of PTH1-34 are located both on the side the α-helix opposite to the PTH-receptor interaction region. In the case of oxPTH1-34, there are 13 hydrogen bonds present between chain A and C (PTH15-34:13) and 12 between chain B and D (PTH15-34:12). The Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) between the two models calculated by the align algorithm of PyMol is 0.005 Å. An overlay of oxidized and native model is shown in Figure 1.
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Clinical Data - Study populations

Children with renal failure stage 2-4 of the 4C study [22]. We analyzed plasma probes from 620 children with chronic renal failure, for clinical data see Table 1. The iPTH/n-oxPTH ratio was 8.75 +/- 3.49. The oxPTH/n-oxPTH ratio was 7.75 +/- 3.49 (see also Figure 3). The mean n-oxPTH concentration was 17.35 +/- 14.61 µg/l with a range from 0.01 – 146.60 µg/l. The plasma concentrations of n-oxPTH, oxPTH, and iPTH did not depend on gender but on age of the analyzed children (Pearson Correlation: 0.098 : p= 0.015).

Adult patients on dialysis. We analyzed plasma probes of 342 adult patients with end-stage renal disease on dialysis (for clinical data see Table 2). The iPTH/n- ratio was 9.45 +/- 5.04. The oxPTH/n-oxPTH ratio was 8.45 +/- 5.04 (see also Figure 4). The mean n-oxPTH concentration was 11.77 +/- 20.88 µg/l with a range from 1.20 – 300.70 µg/l.
The plasma concentrations of n-oxPTH (Pearson Correlation: -0.127; p = 0.019), oxPTH (Pearson Correlation: -0.109; p = 0.045) and iPTH (Pearson Correlation: -0.113; p = 0.038) correlated with the age of the dialysis patients, whereas gender had no influence on these parameters.

Kidney transplant recipients. We analyzed plasma probes from 602 kidney transplant recipients (for clinical data see Table 3). The iPTH/n-oxPTH ratio was 9.4749 +/- 3.99. The oxPTH/n-oxPTH ratio was 8.47 +/- 3.98 (see also Figure 5). The mean n-oxPTH concentration was 12.01 +/- 12.62 µg/l with a range from 1.20 - 133.20 µg/l.

The plasma concentrations of n-oxPTH (Pearson Correlation: 0.095; p = 0.020), oxPTH (Pearson Correlation: 0.123; p = 0.003) and iPTH (Pearson Correlation: 0.121; p = 0.003) correlated with age.

Concentrations of n-oxPTH in kidney transplant recipients were not gender-dependent. However, iPTH (122.34 µg/l versus 100.28 µg/l; p<0.05) as well as oxPTH (109.77 µg/l versus 89.35 µg/l; p<0.05) concentrations were higher in male kidney transplant recipients.

Healthy controls. We analyzed 89 blood donors (Table 4). The mean n-oxPTH was 7.71 +/- 1.55 µg/l with a range of 5 - 14 µg/l. It is of note that healthy controls also have
a huge proportion of oxidized PTH (oxPTH) as indicated by the iPTH/n-oxPTH ratio of 4.24 +/- 1.36 and oxPTH/n-oxPTH ratio 3.24 +/- 1.36, respectively. These ratios are much lower as compared to patients with renal impairment (children with stage 2-4 renal failure, patients on dialysis, and kidney transplant recipients), see above. The analysis of n-oxPTH in healthy control subjects revealed that n-oxPTH concentrations in patients with renal failure were higher compared to healthy adult controls (2.25-fold in children with renal failure, 1.53-fold in adult patients on dialysis, 1.56-fold in kidney transplant recipients).

Additionally, we analysed whether n-oxPTH might be oxidized ex vivo after blood taking. We therefore took blood from healthy subjects and processed it either immediately after blood taking or 60, 120 and 180 min later. Blood was stored during this time at room temperature. The oxPTH/n-oxPTH ratio nor the n-oxPTH concentration changed over time.

**Discussion**

Our study in 620 children with renal failure stage 2-4, 342 adult patients on dialysis, and 602 kidney transplant recipients showed that a huge proportion of circulating PTH as measured by current state-of-the-art assay systems is oxidized. Oxidation of PTH, however, causes loss of biological activity as demonstrated in a lot of independent studies some decades ago. The relationship between oxPTH and n-oxPTH of individual patients varied substantially. Non-oxidized PTH concentrations are 1.5 - 2.25-fold higher in patients with renal failure as compared to health controls. The iPTH measures most likely describes oxidative stress in patients with renal failure rather than the PTH hormone status.

**Modeling data**

It is clear that n-oxPTH and oxPTH have different biological activities [8-12, 23-47]. In particular, Zull et al. [11] showed by CD-Spectroscopy studies of different fragments of PTH that a) residues 1-34 are required for the activity of PTH, b) oxidation of Met18 is insignificant compared to oxidation of Met8 regarding both activity and (2D) structural changes and c) that oxidation of Met8 leads to significant changes not only of activity but of the secondary structure of PTH as well. Structural data available in the PDB contains only n-oxPTH, moreover the complex with the PTH1R receptor contains only n-oxPTH$^{15-34}$, thus...
lacking the important Met8. Modeling of PTH1-34 into the PTH-receptor complex addressed the problem of the missing but more important Met8 residue, however the structural changes observed by CD-spectroscopy [23] could not be shown with this simple modeling approach of Methionine oxidation that resulted only in little changes in PTH-receptor interaction. The methionines as such are not directly involved in interaction and are located far away from the interaction region. Oxidation of Methionine neither leads to clashes with neighboring residues nor does it lead to stabilization of PTH or the PTH-receptor complex through van-der-Waals forces or hydrogen bonds.

Comparison of our results with the CD-Spectroscopy studies and studies regarding the biological activity imply however that the different levels of activity are due to the refolding of PTH upon oxidation and not directly due to sterical and/or electrostatic changes close to the methionines after oxidation.

Discussion/Review of studies analysis in vitro and in vivo effects of n-oxPTH in comparison to oxPTH.

There is overwhelming evidence that oxPTH and n-oxPTH have completely different biological properties [8-12, 23-48]. Initial studies using classical receptor binding assays demonstrated that oxidized PTH does not bind to the PTH receptor anymore [24-26, 28, 38]. Other studies focused on the generation of the second messenger of PTH-receptor, cAMP. These studies indicated that oxidized PTH - in contrast to non-oxidized PTH - does not stimulate the PTH receptor to generate cAMP [9, 24, 25, 37, 42, 45, 48]. In addition, it was demonstrated that oxidized PTH loses its biological action on smooth muscle cells contraction/vascular effects in tissues like trachea, and aortic rings, and uterus [32, 35, 36, 41, 42, 45]. Stimulation of alkaline phosphatase activity in cultured neonatal mouse calvarial bone cells by parathyroid hormone [39] was only seen after incubation with n-oxPTH but not with oxPTH. Other studies demonstrate that only n-oxPTH but not oxPTH is able to regulate calcium and phosphate metabolism [10, 40, 43].

Clinical data

It is of note that children had the highest mean as well as maximum n-oxPTH concentrations as compared to adult patients (both patients on dialysis as well as kidney transplant recipients). The iPTH concentrations were substantially higher in all 3 patient cohorts (Tables 1 – 3). The ratios of iPTH to n-oxPTH and oxPTH to n-oxPTH were highly variable in the three cohorts (Figures 3-5) indicating that it is impossible to predict n-oxPTH from iPTH measurements. The iPTH/n-oxPTH ratio as well as the oxPTH/n-ox ratio were normally distributed in all three cohorts (Figures 3-5). Since only n-oxPTH is biologically active (see above), we suggest measuring n-oxPTH for clinical decision making, e.g. the decision to use vitamin D or calcimimetics. Measures of intact PTH mainly reflect oxidative stress-induced protein oxidation and, to a minor extent the PTH status of the patient. However, this hypothesis - also very convincing because of the huge amount of data showing that oxPTH is biologically inactive (see above) - needs confirmation by clinical data. Data showing differences in mortality and bone metabolism like PTH association studies with bone alkaline phosphatase are urgently needed to prove the potential clinical benefit of measuring n-oxPTH.

What was surprising is the fact that, even in healthy controls, the amount of circulating oxidized PTH is high (see Table 4). This raised some questions: First, does oxPTH act not just as a waste product without biological properties in human beings. We speculate that oxPTH may have its own biological impact independent of classical PTH biology. Second, what are the mechanisms leading to oxidation of PTH? What is controlling this process? Is PTH oxidized already in the parathyreoid gland? All these important questions needs to be addressed carefully in the future. The only point that is clear so far is the finding that PTH oxidation is an in vivo process and does not occur ex vivo – means after blood taking. This was clearly proven by our ex vivo stability tests.
Conclusion

To sum up, a huge proportion of circulating PTH measured by current state of the art assay systems is oxidized and thus not biologically active. The relationship between oxPTH and n-oxPTH of individual patients varied substantially. Non-oxidized PTH concentrations are 1.5 - 2.25-fold higher in patients with renal failure compared to healthy controls. Measurements of n-oxPTH may reflect the hormone status more precisely. The iPTH measures describes most likely oxidative stress in patients with renal failure rather than the PTH hormone status. However, this hypothesis – although supported by a lot of preclinical studies (see above) - needs to be proven in adequately designed clinical studies in the future. Modeling of n-oxPTH and oxPTH biophysical properties indicated that as indicated by CD spectroscopy experiments [11], the different biological activities of n-oxPTH and oxPTH can only be explained by changes of the overall three-dimensional conformation of PTH upon oxidation.
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